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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.82.
 Improvements

Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

Improvements
1. Workforce Report SRF316 Workflow KPI Detail has been updated to improve performance. [#21418]

2. When adding or editing a cleaning note, if there is not already a name, the current SAM User's name will be added to the note.

3. Workforce Report SRF111 Drug and Alcohol has been updated to allow people types to be specified in the report criteria. [#20950]

4. Scheduled SMS (using SMS100 Accommodation Arrival) have been updated to allow alternate messages to be sent based on profile criteria.

5. The PlantId on Rooms in SAM has been updated to allow both alpha and numeric characters. [#20741]

6. The SAM People | Finalise Complete page has been updated to automatically display the list of people to be completed. The buttons on the
page have also been updated to be consistent with the rest of SAM.

7. When the RELOC is displayed on the booking pages in SAM and Workflow, it can now be updated at the same time. [#21162]

8. Workforce Report SRF312 Transport Availability has been updated to optionally hide the remaining seats, waitlist seats, allow waitlist, and
active details. The report can also optionally show the number of passengers by people type booked.

9. Workforce Report SRF248 Day Tripper has been updated with the ability to filter on Employer. [#21270]

10. Workforce Report SRF216 KPI Reschedules has been updated to include the date and time a Workflow document was submitted. [#21294]

11. Workforce Report SRF250 Workflow KPI has been updated to show the comment relevant to each row in the raw data. [#20985]

12. Workforce Report SRF316 Workflow KPI Detail has been updated to show the comment relevant to each row in the raw data. [#20985]

13. SAM has been updated to show the system generated TripId on the Transport Search page when the parameter TripIdEnabled is set to Y.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to extend existing timezone records. In addition, the ability to add, edit, or delete timezone records has

been disabled. [#21276]

2. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF249 People Onsite where the calculations did not match the corresponding SAM report. [#21074]

3. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF187 Back Charge where some flights were being excluded from the definition of special charters.
[#21284]

4. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF216 KPI Reschedules where an error could occur if the requestor of a Workflow request was incorrectly
linked to a non-existent SAM profile. [#21296]

5. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF228 Return Itineraries where Departments with email addresses more than 100 characters would
cause the report to fail. [#21298]

6. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF163 Arrival Departure 2 where the Next Departure Date could be empty when the person was room
moving. [#21301]

7. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF149 Camp Arrivals and Departures by Date Range where an error in the report would not cause the
query to stop. [#21244]

8. Fixed an issue where a Folio Leave Request could delete past and future bookings incorrectly when approving the request. [#21243]

9. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF278 Workflow KPI by Camp where requests with comments more than 300 characters would cause
the report to fail.

10. Fixed an issue where Folio Reschedules which included split shifts was using the incorrect shift for the extension period.

11. Fixed an issue where the SAM Notes field was not allowing more than 200 characters to be typed in. [#21488]
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